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Abstract. An article dedicated to the 200th anniversary of the Great Russian thinker and 

writer Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoevsky birth reveals two of his enduring ideas, which are still not 

understood in all their depths. First, his world famous and mysterious aphorism: "Beauty will save 

the world." Secondly, his will to Russia to realize its world-historical mission of the world spiritual 

leader of the reconciliation of all peoples in fraternal harmony and consent according to the Gospel 

law.  

The analytical discourse of these ideas is carried out within the framework of the innovative 

socio-philosophical pluralistic paradigm of spheronics, developed by the author since 1976, but 
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especially intensively with hundreds of colleagues of the international peace organization 

"Gandhian Global Harmony Association" (GGHA). It works with the participation of five Nobel 

Peace Laureates over the past 16 years: 2005-2021. This paradigm is presented in more than 1600 

publications in 1-12 languages, including 20 books, some of which are stored in the world largest 

libraries. 

The new paradigm of theoretical fundamental analysis allows you to get non-trivial 

scientific and pragmatic conclusions from Dostoevsky's ideas and show their key value for solving 

the most acute problems of both world development and Russia's breakthrough from stagnation. 

Key words: Fyodor Dostoevsky, beauty, saving the world, Russian mission, spherons, 
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To Fyodor Dostoevsky, the unique Russian thinker and the humanist owns a clear 

definition of the civilization historical mission of Russia as a leader of universal “reconciliation” 

in the "great general harmony" of all peoples in the "Gospel law". It is inextricably linked with 

its previous brilliant formula: "Beauty will save the world," which we analyze in conjunction with 

the priority of its national covenant. A year before his death, he brought the mission of the Russian 

peace leadership as his inmost will to all future of Russia as a continuation and crystallization of 

the traditional peace value of preceding Russian history and its geniuses. He saw their peak in 

Pushkin. It was in the speech of 1880, dedicated to the 80th anniversary of Alexander Pushkin, 

Dostoevsky uttered his eternal, visionary covenant to Russia of its highest universal peacemaking 

meaning. This is how it sounds in the most meaningful fragments of this speech.  

 

 
 

NATIONAL WILL OF WORLD SALVATION 
“We (Russia) not hostile, but friendly, with full love took into our souls the geniuses of 

foreign nations, all together, without making tribal distinctions…. For a true Russian, Europe 

[and world] ... is just as dear as Russia itself ... because our destiny is the universality ... of our 

brotherly desire to reunite people ... [to] bring reconciliation into European [and world] 

contradictions ... [by a word of] great common harmony, fraternal final consent of all tribes 

according to Christ's Gospel law. [This universal destiny of the Russian reconciliation, harmony 

and consent, expressed by the genius of Pushkin and many other Russians, – L.S.] is in humanity 

... a new word.” [Because according to its spiritual make-up and civilizational millennial code], 

“the Russian heart, perhaps, of all nations, is most destined for universal fraternal unity.”  [1]  

 

SOURCE AND BLOSSOM  



The highest spiritual trend and civilizational humanistic code of Russia was laid at the 

beginning of its history by Orthodox conciliarity to unite in harmony, peace and consent all the 

peoples of its vast territory. This genetic cultural code of Russia, launched in the Kievan Rus 

origins, blossomed in the geniuses of Pushkin, Khomyakov, Dostoevsky, Danilevsky, Tolstoy, 

Soloviev, the "spiritual Russian revival" pioneer, Maxim Kovalevsky, the first Russian scientist-

sociologist, who warned in 1910 about the "fatal mistake" of Marxist economism and many other 

pre-revolutionary thinkers and writers. [2] 

 

BETRAYAL AND SUPPRESSION 
But it was betrayed by demonic Russian Marxism, suppressed and interrupted by it for 

almost a century. It was brutally broken by the spiritless atheism in the Russian Orthodox mentality 

by the Bolshevik-terrorist party for German money with its state stigma of "the only true" ideology 

of permanent class struggle, total denunciation, the bloody dictatorship of the proletariat 

worldwide violent victory and physical destruction "as a class", that is completely, cleanly, all 

dissidents who think not in a proletarian, Marxist way. Under the banner of the hammer and sickle, 

Russia and all the USSR peoples became impoverished as a result of unheard-of militarization, 

although necessary, which made it possible to break Hitler's fascism. It was justified by the need 

to protect the poverty violent ideology “conquests” from external aggression. 

Any attempts to revive the civilizational spiritual code of Russia, undertaken in the post-

revolutionary period, for example, by the Roerichs spouses, Solzhenitsyn and in our time by the 

GGHA [3], like many others, were harshly suppressed by the authorities in one way or another. 

But they, in spite of any repressions, continue to develop under the Marxist tradition yoke and 

make their way through it, like living plants through its dead asphalt. 

A century-old "chaos in the minds" began along with centuries-old stagnation and lagging 

behind the West in the tail of those who were catching up, except for the partial branch 

achievements and short periods of leading growth, which did not change the Russia stagnation. 

This is confirmed by world statistics from 1917 to the present day. The Russian Bolshevik 

communists turned out to be historical traitors and executioners of the Russian civilizational 

reconciliation of Dostoevsky, trampled on it by the eternal class struggle, war, terror and violence 

under the yoke of intellectual and material poverty, which spread the USSR over countries hostile 

to Russia that did not want to cooperate with it in its stagnation.  

 

GEOPOLITICS OF DOMINANCE AND SUICIDE 
The Western, violent and militaristic historical code is opposed to the Russian civilizational 

spiritual trend of reconciliation in harmony, peace and consent to exterminate the conquered 

peoples, enslave them, seize their territories and wealth. So it was in the Roman Empire, so it was 

in the Crusades era, so it was in the era of colonization and the Anglo-Saxon enslavement of both 

Americas with the barbaric, merciless destruction of tens of millions of Indians, for the occasional 

remnants of which reservations of lower, untouchable people were created. 

So it was with the endless attempts to seize Russia and exterminate its people, starting with 

the Varyagi invasions, Teutonic knights, Swedes, Poles, Napoleon's French, Hitler's Germans and 

until now, NATO countries surrounding Russia from all sides by nuclear weapons to destroy it. It 

is possible to unmistakably conclude that the West militaristic civilization and democracy 

historical mission, in contrast to Russia, has always consisted and consists in its violent destruction 

and transformation into its enslaved and divided raw material estates.  

Of course, Russia, especially the Russian Empire, surrounded on all sides by an enemy 

ring, for three centuries of its existence, was forced to arm itself, powerfully militarize in order to 

have real might to repel any military aggression from the outside. But it has always been peace-

loving, the initiator of almost all peacemaking world initiatives. Therefore, in its spiritual depths, 

the peacemaking trend, which Fyodor Dostoevsky brilliantly expressed, was constantly growing, 

gaining strength and widening. 

 



THE COLLAPSE OF VIOLENCE AS AN ANTIPODE OF RECONCILIATION 
After WWII, 76 years after the first act of atomic state terrorism by the US / West in 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945, which constituted it, the West, a historical crime against 

humanity, remains unforgiven by Japan and unrepentant, unconvicted, unpunished by its very 

subject, the West. Its actual justification by the West, to this day, leaves the door open for new 

similar crimes and elevates them to the norm of international law with the NATO doctrine of 

"preventive nuclear strike". This western nuclear madness will not end with anything good.  

This is nothing more than the collapse of Western domination and violence, its complete 

moral discrediting and complete historical self-denial, leaving no chance for humanity to survive 

and getting out of the deadlock of nuclear and other global problems created by the West and its 

traditional, partial and militaristic thinking. The USSR quiet internal collapse and its violent 

Marxist ideology is a harbinger of the complete and final collapse of Western violence and its 

ideology of confrontation, domination and a unipolar world order, which excludes Dostoevsky's 

"worldwide fraternal reconciliation". The collapse of Western militaristic civilization and 

democracy, almost a century ago, was brilliantly predicted by Mahatma Gandhi, the father of 

varnas/spherons' nonviolence, who liberated India by their "greatest force of nonviolence" from 

British slavery.  

The West, throughout history, with rare exceptions, has been an aggressor, invader, 

enslaver, rapist and very rarely, in some exceptional cases, a peacemaker. Therefore, Western 

civilization is also doomed to the self-denial death like the militaristic Roman Empire that gave 

birth to it. This is a historical, millennial verdict of holistic, constant, sociogenetic spherons of 

peace, harmony and nonviolence, which find recognition and conscious civilizational leadership 

not in the West, but in the East, in connecting them Russia together with India and China. Of 

course, no one can forget the invaluable intellectual and moral contribution of hundreds of honest, 

fearless and brilliant Western thinkers of global peace, who found themselves in the western 

militarism as dissidents who were burned, killed, persecuted and imprisoned for their peacefulness.   

Only Dostoevsky's vanguard civilizational reconciliation, naturally reinforced with 

arjergard military invulnerability of Russia and the alliance of China and India, will exclude any 

aggressive geopolitical temptations of its violent seizure, partition and destruction and is capable 

to cool the militaristic, "copper-headed" madness of the West and saving it today. 

 

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE AND THE LANGUAGE OF RECONCILIATION 
The GGHA, an international peacemaking organization and an informal Peace Academy 

[4], created in Russia, in 2005 on the basis of the peacemaking ideals of Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, 

Mahatma Gandhi and numerous Western and Russian humanists of past centuries, has created by 

hundreds of scientists from more than 50 countries in 16 years of humanitarian research with the 

participation of 5 Nobel laureates and President of India Abdul Kalam [5] "Global Peace Science 

of Spherons" – Spheronics [13]. It was built on the basis of nonviolent holistic varnas-spherons, 

equal groups, ranks of the population, discovered in 1927 by Mahatma Gandhi in ancient India. 

Under his leadership, emphasizing their defining role in society as the "Newtonian Law", the 

nonviolent spherons of the Indian national movement liberated the country from British slavery 

without a single shot or sacrifice. [6] It is known that one of the key spiritual sources of Mahatma 

Gandhi's nonviolence was Leo Tolstoy, one of the powerful engines of the spiritual humanitarian 

trend in Russia.  

This fundamental scientific discovery of Gandhi and its practical confirmation by the 

nonviolent liberation of India enriched the great spiritual testament of Fyodor Dostoevsky with 

scientific meaning and perspective. For his scientific advancement, the GGHA was established, 

which created the fundamental science of spherons - spheronics. [7; 13]  

The spheronics unprecedented achievements for more than 45 years [13a], for the first time 

opened before Russia a scientifically grounded prospect of prosperity, the population highest 

world level of well-being due to growth rates, which outstrip the West at times and its entry into 

civilizational peacemaking leadership. This will provide it with a way out of the century-old lag 



behind the West. The growth rates of Russia have changed over the century, reached a minimum 

over the last 20 years according to the Soviet tradition of lagging but never, with the exception of 

the period from 1929 to 1955 (except for the Great Patriotic War) [14, pp. 22-23], did not rise to 

the level of being ahead of the West. The outstripping rates of 1929-1955 were ensured without 

scientific and technical progress, non-economic methods of Stalin's mass executions and the use 

of practically free, slave labor of millions of GULAG prisoners throughout the impoverished 

USSR that completely excludes their iteration in the future. 

Spheronics, like the innovative scientific economic theory of Sergei Glazyev [8], offers its 

own, fundamental, tools for Russia's outstripping growth by 3-4 times through the use of their 

discoveries of intangible surplus value, fundamentally new, spheral global statistics and its 

information technology of digitalization [9; 10; 13а]. These and other ways of increasing the 

growth rates of Russia at times higher than the world ones are considered in the corresponding 

GGHA project [11]. We do not disclose all the fundamental advantages of spheronics, leaving 

them for priority use in Russia, which gave birth to it in the depths of its civilizational peacemaking 

trend.  

Spheronics, a holistic humanitarian mega science of common, genetic for humanity 

spherons, will, as a result of the population general education in it from childhood, inevitably, a 

common scientific and spiritual platform of "fraternal unity and reconciliation of all peoples" 

according to Dostoevsky in harmonious addition with faith, with the highest moral "Gospel Law". 

Without this platform, which overcomes the deadly ideological confrontation, humanity is 

threatened with nuclear suicide, on "the abyss edge" (Antonio Guterres, UN Secretary General) 

which Western militaristic civilization and democracy put it on. [15; 16] 

Spheronics provides all peoples of humanity with a common, accessible and convincing 

language of reconciliation and "fraternal reconciliation of all tribes" according to Dostoevsky. 

Because this is the language of universal objective truth, in which all people live and from which 

no one can get away, although, due to ignorance, someone cannot know it and hides from it in 

traditional delusions and deviations from it. This powerful language of science is in harmony with 

another universal language of moral faith in God, forming together the foundation of everyday 

organizing values for the reconciliation of Dostoevsky. [7] 

 

INITIATIVES AND ORGANIZATION 
Its first incarnation and cooling shower for the West hot heads could be the Russian 

initiative of the humanitarian "Spherons Global Peace Academy", or "Spheronics Academy". It 

can be created in Russia even tomorrow on the basis of the GGHA and under my scientific 

guidance. The mere fact of its pioneering establishment in Russia would compel the West, in order 

not to lag behind it, to create a similar Academy at home, which would train an army of qualified 

peacemakers capable of taking the place of the traditional, fragmented as sand, and therefore dead 

and useless for the cause of peace, pacifists, nothing fundamental for it has done in a century to 

stop prosperous wars. As part of this Academy preparation, the GGHA, on the basis of its rich 16 

years of experience and scientific achievements, will prepare for the Russian Parliament in the 

next month proposals for a strategic system of initiatives and tools to accelerate Russia's growth 

rates at times, ensuring its civilizational leadership in 5-10 years. 

This breakthrough of Russia requires the free development of innovative science in the 

proposed Academy, independent of the traditional, sectoral one, so that it does not stifle the new 

science with the might of its stagnant inertia. This Academy may be, to begin with, small, 20-40 

specialists: sociologists, economists, statisticians, mathematicians and programmers; 

experimental, for 1-2 years; international, with the invitation of up to 20% of foreign humanities; 

self-sufficient in 1.5 - 2 years, requiring today the minimum financing of 60 million rubles 

(~$800.000) for 2 years. 

Is it possible that Russia, for the sake of its civilizational peace leadership, will not be able 

to find these crumbs from any fund or private source to finance, albeit very risky, but justified by 

45 years of development, 16 years of international approbation in the GGHA and verification by 



world statistics, the innovative science of spheronics? If the country does not do this now, then in 

the near future it will again be among those catching up in this science, as it once was as a result 

of the Marxist rejection of cybernetics, genetics and informatics as "bourgeois pseudo sciences." 

 

THE TESTAMENT IMPLEMENTING INEVITABILITY IN THE XXI 

CENTURY 
The inevitability of the Dostoevsky's will implementation in our time is dictated by the 

rapid aggravation of global problems that have accumulated in the last century, especially climate, 

nuclear, energy, pandemic, infrastructural, migration and the like, the solution of which is not 

available separately to either the West or the East. Consequently, they will force both poles to 

look for a common platform for overcoming confrontation for “fraternal reconciliation” and turn 

to the GGHA spheronics in order to jointly develop a holistic, acceptable and saving science for 

them, one for solving all problems without exception and for all peoples without exception. 

Only on this fundamental scientific path is it possible to effectively implement the spiritual 

testament of Dostoevsky's civilizational leadership of Russia, crucial for its survival, preserving 

integrity, prosperity and sustainable development in the 21st century. Only such a Russia will for 

the first time ensure the historical development of humanity with a peaceful transition from the 

militaristic Western civilization of a "barnyard" with nuclear genocidal weapons, in which "lies 

became the truth, war - peace, freedom - slavery and ignorance - force" [12] to a harmonious 

nonviolent civilization "in the fraternal unity of all peoples" according to Dostoevsky.  

 

WHAT BEAUTY WILL SAVE THE WORLD? 
The deep social meaning of the brilliant definition of Dostoevsky "Beauty will save the 

world" remains unsolved so far. The fundamental challenger on the world saving beauty among 

humanity was not found 140 years after the classic death. [17]. 

It is clear that he meant not the bodily beauty of Nastasya Filippovna or Gioconda, Hercules 

or Apollo. No matter how beautiful individual representatives of the human race were beautiful, 

no matter how harmonious and are proportional to their physique, its parts and forms that make up 

their external beauty, with all its charming, seductiveness and infection, disclosed Dostoevsky, it 

is not able to save the world due its physical fluidity and material insignificance for the eternal, in 

essence, society. 

It is also clear that, under beauty, he understood and intuitively felt the beauty, harmony of 

something more large-scale, fundamental and eternal, crumpled in human genus, defining its 

viable entity and existential substance. Dostoevsky, as the deepest Russian soul and creative 

person, intuitively felt and imagined the highest, true, divine meaning of the Russian civilization 

mission "of universal reconciliation of all tribes in fraternal harmony and consent into the 

Gospel law." The beauty for him is the crystallization of moral, social harmony of human relations 

in accordance with the divine values of love, truth, peace and nonviolence both in general and 

eternal humanity, and in each individual transient individual person. 

   

WHO IS THE SUBJECT/ACTOR OF THAT BEAUTY, WHICH WILL SAVE 

THE WORLD? 
Dostoevsky perfectly realized that such a holistic and genetic for the genus and individual, 

with all the opposites of their scale, socio-moral beauty cannot be concentrated in a separate person 

or in a separate group of people. He perfectly gave himself aware that any partial subject, an 

individual or collective, who will think of himself by the world only Savior, turns into a 

Raskolnikov-killer or the "Great Inquisitor", Tiran and Dictator usurping power over everyone 

who is "allowed all", and who "has the right" on any atrocities, devoid of equivalent internal, moral 

and external, social limiters [17]. They are degenerated into the devilry of the parties and their 

violent bloody revolutions, which became the Bolshevik, the terrorist revolution in Russia in 1917, 

which began the spiritual split of Russia, poverty and the eternal fear of the "Great Inquisitor" of 



the CPSU, any contradiction of the Marxist false ideology of which was wrapped in execution or 

gulag. The last century spawned a variety of political forms of the Great Inquisitor in the face of 

various tyrants and many dictators: fascism, Stalinism, Bandera, Mao, Pol Pot, Pinochet, etc.  

 

SPHERONS: ONTOLOGICAL SOCIAL ACTORS OF THE SAVING 

BEAUTY 
However, Dostoevsky did not understand at all, did not know and could not know correctly 

at that time the lack of any social science, which social structure crystallizes the highest divine 

moral values of beauty and peaceloving of the human race. Such a structure was first discovered 

only after almost 50 years after Dostoevsky by Mahatma Gandhi in Varnas/Spherons of Ancient 

India, which was scientifically substantiated only in the "Global Peace Science of Spherons" 

GPSS [13]. It was briefly called "Spheronics" and universally verified by world statistics in 2019 

year [10], i.e. almost 140 years after Dostoevsky. Spheronics is a pluralistic and holistic, 

interdisciplinary nonlinear social science, launched by the varnas/spherons discovery and 

constituted as a fundamental peacemaking science in GGHA over the past 16 years, starting since 

2005 [7; 18; 19]. Only it gives a comprehensive substantiation and explanation of the genetic social 

structure of spherons as the only social substance, the peaceful and harmonious moral beauty of 

which in the mutual love of spherons, excluding the ugliness of wars and violence, is able to save 

humanity and ensure eternity for it.  

 The socio-moral beauty of sponsors, infinite in space and time, ensuring the viability of 

humanity, only began to open in spheronics and will be detailed at all of its levels and in all its 

cultural forms is infinitely, on infinity as their individual phenomena and world history. Pluralistic, 

multidimensional and holistic, transdisciplinary spheronics provides the philosophical and 

sociological scientific comprehension of the highest social aesthetics of the spherons genetic peace 

moral beauty, which began to be disclosed since the XXI century beginning in the fundamental 

spiritual, scientific and peacemaking fruits of international GGHA [3]. 

 

THE HUMANITY SPHERONS SAVING BEAUTY ATTRIBUTES   
What kind of generical qualities and social genetic attributes of spherons allow them to be 

the eternal actor/creator of saving for humanity societal beauty, providing its survival and viability 

in all history, in all its border situations for humanity, similar to modern, on the edge of nuclear 

abyss? 

A brief system definition of these attributes may be as follows. Each of the four equal 

necessary and sufficient spherons of humanity produces its product (one of the PIOT) for all 

spherons, including itself, without which no spheron and person cannot exist. This means that each 

spheron feeds, nourishes the necessary product of all, therefore spherons love each other, they 

are necessary and sufficient for each other. As a result of this only peace and harmony, excluding 

war and violence between them, can exist in the truth and universal morality. They determine 

the peaceful of social nature and its societal saving, vital beauty in a whole and forever.  

Spherons cannot but love each other, this is excluded by their social genetics. Their love 

is the deepest, societal essence and substance of human nature, without which the existence of 

society and man is impossible. Only partons can hate, enmity and wage a class struggle: partial, 

selfish classes and nations, and only temporarily, until they die out or are reborn in history. 

Therefore, not the Marxist violence of temporary and selfish partons, which is a social ugliness, 

anti-beauty and pathology of ignorance, not knowing about the beauty and love of spherons, but 

only the societal love of spherons at the genetic level, revealed only in the science of spheronics, 

is a true “midwife of history". Therefore, the way of human society's existence at all levels and 

throughout history is not class struggle/violence, but the societal harmony of genetically loving 

societal spherons, both spontaneously ("in themselves") before the emergence of the MegaScience 

of spheronics, and consciously ("for themselves") after its appearance at the XXI century 

beginning [7]. 



More detailed interconditionality of the spherons saving beauty attributes: love, truth, 

morality, peace, harmony and others is disclosed in a generalizing article here [7] and their banner.  

 

 
 

Obviously, only similar scientific way can be revealed to the deepest meaning of the great 

brilliant societal intuition of Dostoevsky: "The God Mystery Human Circle, the Mystery of the 

Great Order and Harmony." This is a great, inaccessible so far; the mystery of universal, eternal, 

determining life of man/humanity, and therefore beautiful and saving spherons, possessing on 

Gandhi "the greatest force of humanity nonviolence, mightier than the mightiest [nuclear] 

weapon of destruction" [10] created by it for their own suicide, full its genocide. 

 

SPHERONICS: "A NEW WORD OF THE UNIVERSAL RUSSIAN 

RECONCILIATION" 
"Spheronics" is the holistic and nonlinear, post-nonclassical macrosociology, humanitarian 

MegaScience, transdisciplinary for the entire socio-humanitarian scientific knowledge, 

consciousness and thinking, reflecting the universal sociogenetic reality of the four necessary and 

sufficient spherons/actors of humanity, providing its life in global peace, love, harmony and 

nonviolence, excluding war, violence, militarism and confrontation [7]. Spheronics, originating in 

Russia, through140 years after Dostoevsky embodies the scientific "new word of the universal 

Russian reconciliation", which complements, expands many times and strengthens it, Russia, 

Orthodox, the Cathedral "word of the universal Russian reconciliation in the Gospel Law" in our 

time. 

In the above-listed attributes of spherons, which simultaneously become their highest 

values with their corresponding self-consciousness, spheronics embodied the connection of the 

times, spiritual and scientific achievements of the humanity harmony in the history. They are: the 

ancient Greeks, Western and Eastern peacemaking, the Russian civilization mission of 

reconciliation, the Kant eternal peace of the social nature, the moral saving beauty of Dostoevsky, 

the spherons nonviolence greatest force of Mahatma Gandhi and many others. It "got up on the 

shoulders" achievements of humanistic giants of humanity. Therefore, spheronics crossed the 

narrow boundaries of monistic sectoral disciplines. Therefore, it integrates the achievements of all 

torn partial humanitarian sciences into nonlinear transdisciplinary MegaScience, mega-

consciousness, mega-thinking, mega-worldview of the new nonviolent, beautiful era of peaceful, 

harmonious, beautiful spherons of humanity, in contrast to the past, ugly era of forever hostile 

partial and transient antagonistic classes, and nations. 

The binding center, the actors of this era and the eternal generator of its spiritual beauty are 

the conscious Gandhian spherons, who mastered the scientific, "substantially new manner of 

thinking" (Einstein) by spheres/spherons at all levels of humanity from an individual and family 

to the noosphere. Therefore, today, humanity, mastering spheronics, can tell the words of Fyodor 

Dostoevsky: "THE SPHERONS BEAUTY WILL SAVE THE WORLD" in all senses, in all the 

human integrity of the diversity of four spherons and spheres of social production and their infinite 



number of industries and groups employed in them, providing them with conscious, true beauty of 

social peace harmony.  

The eternal political feud and the confrontation of partial monisms as ideologies of partial 

classes and nations, tearing a social integer in all its dimensions, is replaced by the deep dialectic 

harmony of the pluralistic diversity of social spheres and employed in them spherons. This is the 

philosophical, harmonious, beautiful summary of spheronics, derived from the objective social 

beauty of spherons and providing it with the corresponding consciousness, scientific knowledge 

and thinking, to which humanity rose only at the 21st century beginning. 

Consciousness and thinking of spheronics relieves it from deforming ugliness of both 

capitalism and socialism, which in their monistic restrictions go to the ugly mutual nuclear suicide, 

which remains 100 seconds [15]. Spheronics  provides preservation in the synergistic synthesis of 

all the constructive achievements of capitalism and socialism in the framework of the alternative, 

the beautiful, Third Way of the spherons civilization new era [7]. The result of this path is a 

harmonious civilization of conscious spherons, comprehended by the spheronics science the 

societal beauty of their historical mission.  Their beauty is embodied by this planetary civilization 

of the future in the XXI century. In GGHA, the following banner based on «The ABC of 

Harmony» [20] symbolizes it.  

 

 
 

SPHERONICS FORMULAS: BEAUTY SPHERONS, SAVING WORLD 
We summarize the spherons societal beauty attributes, saving world/humanity and opening 

before Russia for its civilization mission the world leadership perspective of reconciliation and 

advanced development in the spheronics several relevant formulas, generalizing theoretical 

meaning in the symbolic language. 

1. The beauty formula of the composition diversity (pluralism). Society in statics of the 

necessary and sufficient reproducible components, products/resources are their whole: SOCIETY 

= P (all People) + I (all of their Information) + O (all of their Organizations) + T (all their Things, 

material benefits and services). Briefly: PIOT products/resources. 

2. The beauty formula of the PIOT production processes  diversity (pluralism). Each 

PIOT in the dynamics goes through the processes, functional stages: P (Production) + D 

(Distribution) + E (Exchange) + C (Consumption / use). Briefly: PDEC processes. 

3. The beauty formula of the PIOT productive spheres diversity (pluralism). Each 

PIOT is produce in a special relevant sphere of production on its own specific laws of each PIOT, 

in which (spheres) the corresponding, specific resources of PIOT are combined with the PDEC 



specific processes: S (Sociosphere producing L) + I (Infosphere, producing I) + O (Orgsphere, 

producing O) + T (Technosphere producing T). Briefly: SIOT spheres.  

4. The beauty formula of the PIOT productive spherons diversity (pluralism) 

employed in the SIOT spheres. Each sphere of SIOT is able to produce its product of PIOT only 

thanks to the work, labor and creative energy employed in these spheres people who make up the 

corresponding sphere professionally prepared SPHERON: S (Sociospheron employed in the 

Sociosphere) + I (Infospheron employed in the Infosphere) + O (Orgspheron employed in the 

Orgsphere) + T (Technospheron employed in the Technosphere). Briefly: SIOTs, SIOT spherons.  

The spherons pluralism crystallizes in itself the pluralism of an integral social nature. 

5. The beauty formula of the spherons conscious attributes diversity (pluralism). The 

humanity spherons societal beauty, ensuring its salvation, survival and prosperity, as the 

SPHERONS CONSCIOUS BEAUTY is constituted by the following attributes and values: = L 

(Love of spherons) + T (True self-knowledge of spherons in spheronics) + M (Morality of the 

spherons fraternal cooperation) + P (Peace of the global spherons at all levels) + H (Harmony of 

spherons in its consciously regulated qualimetric measure). Briefly: LNMPH of the spherons 

beauty. The spherons complete list of attributes and values is given here [7]. 

6. The beauty formula of spheral harmonious viable tetrapluralism (tetrism), 

replacing the formula of ugliness of one-dimensional disharmonious and lifeless monism (every). 

Beauty is possessed only by a harmonious four-dimensional, dialectically and 

ontologically balanced viable diversity of spheral, holistic components of planetary existence: 

four elements of inanimate nature (Earth, Water, Air, fire/Sun: EWAS), four spheres of living 

nature (Microorganisms, Flora, Fauna and anthroposphere/Noosphere: MFFN); four spheres and 

spherons of social nature (SIOTs). Only their harmonious beauty saves/preserves planetary 

life on the Earth. 

The tetrary nature division at all its levels into its constituent spheral monads/monisms 

determines the monistic ugliness formula. Torn, disharmonious, absolutized and opposed in 

antagonistic struggle and deadly confrontation, spheral monads/monisms are ugly, dead and 

lifeless by definition. But they are necessary at an early, childish stage of cognition as a way to 

comprehend an integral super-complex being through its dismemberment into its component 

spheral monads/monisms. But in discontinuity, they are inherent only in the ugliness of one-

sidedness, narrowness, limitation, lifelessness, confrontation and antagonism bringing death to all 

monads and leading all monisms either to complete tragic self-denial, or to their bifurcation and 

the synthesis of their partial advantages in the harmonious pluralism of spheral being and adequate 

spheral consciousness, cognition and thinking.  

The spherons tetrism beauty and the ugliness of ideological class or national monisms are 

revealed in more detail in the following books [21; 22]. 

 

FINAL FORMULA OF THE SPHERONS SAVING BEAUTY: 
The spherons pluralism/tetrism harmony/beauty displaces the ugliness of monisms 

disharmony and saves the world/humanity. 

 

CONCLUSION: 
THE SPHERONS BEAUTY WILL SAVE THE WORLD FROM THE UGLINESS OF 

ANTAGONISTIC CLASSES AND THEIR CENTURY, LETHAL FOR HUMANITY, 

MILITARISTIC CONFRONTATION THROUGH THE PEACEMAKING LEADERSHIP OF 

RUSSIA, THE FIRST MASTERING SPHERONICS IN THE XXI CENTURY. 

 

The suggested short generalized conclusion is expanded and classified in the following 

detailed corollaries. 

1. The spherons conscious harmony constitutes the highest social, humanistic beauty in all 

their values as their cognized attributes. 



2. The spherons humanistic beauty is embodied and revealed in the spiritual beauty of the 

integral social MegaScience of spheronics, which has absorbed the beauty of the spiritual 

achievements of all peoples, the highest and most beautiful of which are the religious recognition 

of God and the spherons discovery by Mahatma Gandhi. 

3. The spheronics beauty, laid down by Gandhi's discovery, began to develop in Russia 

since 1976, and since 2005 - in the GGHA peacemaking humanitarian union of international 

intellectuals during 16 years. Here it was substantiated, verified by world statistics and equipped 

with the information technology of global statistical digitalization, which made it the most 

beautiful, nonviolent scientific tool acceptable to all peoples, to embody practically the 

spherons saving beauty.  

 4. Of all the humanity civilizations, only the Russian civilization has been spontaneously 

realizing the highest spiritual values of the spherons peacemaking during more than a thousand 

years, the saving beauty of which Fyodor Dostoevsky intuitively realized and most vividly 

expressed. On this basis, he defined the historical mission of Russia as a saving peacemaking 

leader of humanity, called upon and capable, on the beauty of its spiritual values, to save the world.  

 No other civilization or country in the world has approached such a self-determination of 

its historical meaning. Over the past 76 years, the most deadly threat of the "nuclear abyss" 

(Antonio Guterres), all countries have been powerless against it. No one except Russia has found 

or proposed a nonviolent, scientific instrument against the militaristic confrontation promoted by 

the monistic ugliness of antagonistic ideologies. None of the countries found the spiritual potential 

in themselves to consciously and boldly declare themselves as a civilizational peacemaking leader 

to save the world from nuclear genocide. Russia is historically most ready for similar self-

awareness and responsible declaration that Dostoevsky expressed in his national testament and 

that is justified by spheronics. 

 The proposed consequences and formulas of the spherons beauty, requiring refinement and 

development, provide the exit of science, consciousness, worldview and the thinking of spheronics 

to the operating, technological level of their digitalization in global statistics (GlobStat). 

Qualimetric, mathematical GlobStat is a unique technological tool for the practical application of 

spheronics in all spheres of social production to ensure the necessary tempos of their development 

and the necessary measure of their harmony, preventing conflicts and violence for the sake of 

survival, salvation and prosperity of humankind all peoples. More detailed this transition is 

considered here [7; 10; 13; 18; 19; etc.].  

 

WHAT WILL BE THE CHOICE OF RUSSIA AND ITS LEADERS? 
The use of the fundamental theoretical and instrumental advantages of spheronics in Russia 

in accordance with its historical mission of global reconciliation provides it the civilization 

spiritual and intellectual leadership in our century. The discovery of spherons and their 

fundamental science of spheronics poses a non-trivial problem of a fateful choice before Russia 

and its leaders: what is more important for them? This breakthrough Copernican discovery, 

which opens the prospect of Russia's civilizational world leadership or abandoning it in favor of 

its stagnating ideology, which has been zombified into it for more than 70 years still dominant in 

the minds of the country's population and its leadership?  

Do we have enough understanding and high recognition of Dostoevsky's visionary 

testament? Do we have enough intelligence, decisiveness, courage, high national and world 

responsibility, as well as an innovative creative spirit on “the world's abyss edge” of critical 

problems that are insoluble for traditional monistic thinking and confrontational consciousness to 

make the only correct choice? Not only the salvation of Russia but also the entire world will depend 

from this choice. 

 

Author's note. This article is written on the basis of the research, achievements and 

discoveries of the international Gandhian Global Harmony Association (GGHA) for almost 17 

years of collective work, embodied in 10 books, 80 peacemaking projects and hundreds of 



publications. They were made by more than 600 of its members from more than 50 countries, 

humanities scholars, including 5 Nobel Peace Laureates, whom put together the world's first 

informal "Spherons Global Peace Academy" [3; 4]. The author expresses his heartfelt gratitude 

and appreciation for their invaluable peacemaking contribution, without which there would not 

have been our discovery of the fundamental "Global Peace Science of Spherons" - "Spheronics" 

[7; 13] and this article. 
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